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FURTHER SIGINT REFLECTIONS OF NKN VESSELS' LOCATIONS DURING THE PUEBLO INCIDENT

BASED ON COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF ALL NORTH KOREAN NAVY (NKN) VOICE COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR TRACKING AND POSITION REPORTS PASSED BETWEEN 02272 AND 0540Z, SEVERAL LOCATIONS FOR NKN SC-35 AND TORPEDO BOAT 694 ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS:

DELETE LOCATIONS FOR SC-35 AT 02272 AND 0540Z. BASED ON VOICE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SC-35 AND KUKCHI-BONG RADAR STATION (38-42N 128-17E) DURING THIS TIME, THESE LOCATIONS ARE PROBABLY THE RESULT OF AN NKN NAVIGATOR ERROR. (SEE 3/0/KCJ/R13-68)
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